My dear class,
I hope all of you are healthy and ready to work?
So, first please compare your results to these:
1) Zak at work: wb.p.49
b) pet- Haustier
special – speziell, besonders
search- Such(hund)
rescuers – Retter
sniffer dog- Spürhund
search area- Durchsuchungsgebiet
air- Luft
bushes- Büsche
became- wurde
call-outs – Rufe
ambulance-Krankenwagen
hospital- Krankenhaus
whole- gesamt/ganz
c) Zak: - well-trained
- search dog with Dartmoor Rescue Group
- workplace: moor
- sniffs in the air, runs, looks, barks when found somebody, shows his trainer the way
- works in all weather (his favourite game)
- more than 60 call-outs

d) wb.p. 52, 3 and wb.p. 53, 4: find the solutions on wb.p. 96: checkpoint 4: 3+4

Our topic for today is

DESCRIBING PICTURES- please remember, this is what you

learned at the beginning of Unit 4.
1) Please read this picture description and draw a picture with the help of the text:
This is a photo of a street scene in a city in springtime or in autumn. In the foreground there is
a man who is riding his bike. He’s riding along a river which is behind him. The man is wearing
blue jeans and a white, red and black check shirt and a grey cap. His trousers and shirt are
turned up a bit, so it must be warm. He has a rucksack on his back. In the background I can see
the skyline of a city with tower blocks, traffic lights and trees. In the background on the right
there is a big bridge across the river. The sun is low and shining through the tall houses in the
background on the left into the man’s eyes. There are a few grey clouds in the sky.

2) Now go to page 139 in your student books and compare your drawing to the photo.
3) When describing pictures there are lots of information you must include:
Read the study skills text on sb.p. 79, 5
and copy the text under 5a (text and yellow boxes) into your English folder: topics:
4) Now it’s your turn: Write a picture description of one of the photos on sb.p. 79 or wb.p.51 or sb.p.136 and
make sure you bring your text to class next time.

In our English lesson tomorrow we are going to train reading again.
See you then!

Best wishes,
Mrs Kahl

